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Description

during an edit session, you loose the keyboard events when you move away from the canvas (for example by clicking in the legend and

back).

this makes it impossible to use the keyboard-shortcuts, like 'delete' to further delete a feature, after leaving canvas again.

To reproduce:

- create a new point memory layer

- go to editing mode

- create 3 points

- select one point

- push delete => ok, point is deleted

- now select another point

- click in the legend, first on another layer, then on the active (editing) layer again

- now push delete again => selected point does NOT go away anymore

- also in debug output you see that mapcanvas does not listen to the keyboard keys anymore

- only by clicking in the mapcanvas again the mapcanvas will emit keypressed/released events again

I had this problem with a plugin, and thought that it was a plugin problem, but it looks like it is a general problem

QWidget (which mapcanvas is) has a grabkeyboard function, but calling that one (in for example the canvasMoveEvent) is MUCH too

greedy, it will (on my Debian Gnome3 desktop) then grab ALL keyboard input, and it is not even possible anymore to type in another

window....

Not sure how to handle this though, but it looks like when you click a widget that widget get's focus or set's a focuspolicy (tried to set that

one in the move event, without success)

UPDATE: when calling canvas.setFocus() in the canvasMoveEvent in my plugin the canvas is grabbing key inputs again

not sure if that is desireable though for QGIS itself...

History

#1 - 2017-05-01 01:07 AM - Giovanni Manghi

- Easy fix? set to No

- Regression? set to No

#2 - 2019-03-09 04:09 PM - Giovanni Manghi

- Resolution set to end of life
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- Status changed from Open to Closed

End of life notice: QGIS 2.18 LTR

Source:

http://blog.qgis.org/2019/03/09/end-of-life-notice-qgis-2-18-ltr/
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